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Sales: Service: Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I called the
dealer and asked for a tour of the Honda Pilot by FaceTime. Tyler was very good and thorough
in pointing out good and bad. He was my eyes, fingers, and nose. He showed every square inch
and even told me what it smells like. He was professional and helped me reach a fair price. Very
good. Providing answers to all my questions. Offering family and friends discount as a previous
purchaser. The car I ended up getting was here. They were very professional, not pushy, even
when I had other lots to go to to look for other options but came back to this one. Troy in used
car sales division took good care off me. Even ran out in the heavy rain to grab different cars for
me to try! Professional sales team. They will actually deliver both test drives and sale. Thanks
for living up to your advisements and word. Thumbs up. They Sent a generic reply back about
the vehicle being available. I emailed back asking some more questions and if test driving
would work on Tuesday. Never heard back and CarGurus ended up sending me the notice that
the car Sold later that week. Asked if vehicle was still available, then asked a couple of
questions, they didn't answer them, just emailed me and said vehicle was sold. Very poor
experience. Sales negotiation went okay till we got to the financial part. The finance person
prepared buyers order with wrong county name, included doc fee in car price for sales tax
purpose, and inflated registration fee. She refused to make corrections when these were
pointed out and threatened to use managerial discretion not to sell the car to me. Definitely a
very bad experience. Very sad. Not a welcoming one in the least. Better not to go there! Hopkins
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MN Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They were amazing.
Went above and beyond to get me in a car. Responded to me right away set up a test drive.
Listened to my story and needs and then worked it out to get me in a better car for the same
down payment and monthly payment! No pressure at all. By far the best Dealer experience I
have ever had. Horrible experience stay away, they seem to continue to leave sold desirable
cars on listings. Gave me test drive with 1 gallon gas in it and told me my cars worth bucks c,
the tires cost bucks terrible service. And the Sales man was helping other customers, taking a
long time, when I specifically made an appointment. Though I did not purchase from them, the
experience was professional and pleasurable. Great customer service, no pressure sales team,
down to the little things like to sending us off with a full tank of gas. They contacted me back
and said the vehicle was sold. But, offered to find other vehicles. That was the extent of my
contact. They were very helpful. Donald was great with getting back to me. Very friendly and
sociable. I would definitely buy a car there if they had what I wanted. Replied to initial inquiry. I
wrote back and asked for more details and a time to come up for a test drive. That was two days
ago. I still haven't received a reply. I guess it's possible the person I corresponded with had a
couple days off. Perhaps I'll hear something tomorrow. I was disappointed when I drove all the
way to the dealership and found out the SUV might be sold. But they called me back and said it
was still available. The Brookdale experience was excellent in every way. Everyone there was
friendly and very helpful. We purchased the Honda Ridgeline at an excellent price. Car was just
as described, sales woman very knowledgeable and pleasant, in and out with Chevy in short
time. Follow up for minor problem taken care of quickly with no cost. Great listener! I explained
what I needed, and Aaron found a great car for me! Financing deals were awesome! The car I
initially went to look at was exactly what I was looking for. It turned out to be a lease return that
was not particularly well cared for. It had cosmetic damages that I could not accept. A similar
vehicle was shown to me, but it was price higher and was a color not to my liking. I may have
been enticed to lke it, but the dealer made no attempt to contact me after I left. Very attentive
and accommodating; not pushy. They let me lead and were very personable - VIP treatment. I
would most definitely share my experience with friends. My first car purchase experience at
Brookdale was great! Christian was very helpful and made it simple as possible for my parents
and I. Adam was also very helpful when it comes to picking the perfect add-on to my first car
purchase. Overall, my family and I will be coming back here for our next car! Very helpful staff! I
live in Florida and they sent video and pictures of the car when I requested it. Too much to ship
the car or I would have bought it. Wanted to purchase vehicle, while was sending info to my
bank loan officer, their finance dept went and sold it to someone else, claiming vehicle was to
old for a bank loan, my banker said was Not the case. Do Not know who to believe. We
scheduled an appointment to see a vehicle, Left us waiting for a half hour with no help with our
questions. We left. They did call 2x to apologize. They were very nice and stayed late to help me
understand every detail of the new car I purchased. Duane was very honest and understanding
during our discussions. I'm very happy! Styling is as important to new vehicle buyers as factors
such as reliability, safety, comfort, and performance. With the Pilot, Honda has strived to solve
this riddle, most recently with a model-year refresh intended to give the SUV a more rugged

appearance, and then with a Black Edition giving it the popular blacked-out look. Seven
different versions of the Pilot are on sale. The Pilot Special Edition trim is new for It adds black
inch alloy wheels, blacked-out exterior trim, wireless smartphone charging, and a hands-free
power tailgate. We drove the Honda Pilot Black Edition, which comes fully loaded. Last year, the
Black Edition was offered only in black, so the new white paint color is an improvement. Black
Editions have exclusive black leather upholstery with red-tinted and perforated seat inserts, red
contrast stitching, and red ambient lighting. Unlike the Honda Odyssey minivan, which has new
Berber-style floor mats that hide dirt, the Pilot sticks with black mats that grip animal hair like
Velcro. We have two white-haired pets at our house, and the only way to fully clean the mats is
to use a lint roller. Not even our Dyson Animal vacuum gets it all. Quality materials are evident
everywhere you look, and that characterization includes the hard plastic panels. Equipped with
a flat dashboard, thin windshield pillars, front quarter windows, low center console with a
rolltop tray, and inboard armrests, the Pilot looks and feels a lot like a minivan from the front
seat. That sensation, coupled with its drab exterior design, does the Pilot no favors. Every
Honda Pilot has a 3. It makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque, which is plenty to keep
things entertaining. Power flows freely, the engine is smooth and refined, and the SUV gets up
to speed quickly. A nine-speed automatic transmission powers the front wheels unless the Pilot
has the available torque-vectoring all-wheel-drive system, which can put up to 70 percent of
engine output to a single rear wheel. Using a MacPherson strut front and multi-link rear
suspension, the Pilot supplies a comfortable ride and unexpectedly athletic handling. As is
common with Hondas, though, the brakes do heat and start to rumble and vibrate with
prolonged use. A Honda Pilot supplies plenty of room for a family, and it offers seating for up to
eight people when equipped with a second-row bench seat. These chairs are nearly as
comfortable as the ones in front, and they slide forward to make more space for third-row
passengers. The test vehicle also had side window shades and tri-zone automatic climate
control, as well as a rear-seat entertainment system with an HDMI port, USB quick-charge ports,
and headphone jacks. Third-row seat comfort is mid-pack for midsize three-row SUVs. Mainly,
the problem is a low and flat bottom cushion that makes it uncomfortable for grown-ups after
more than a few minutes or miles. Storage is literally everywhere. Between the front seats, a
huge storage console includes a rolltop design that creates a convenient tray. Starting with the
EX-L trim level, the Pilot includes a power tailgate. Higher trim levels also offer hands-free
operation. When it rises, it reveals Trays are located on either side of the main load floor, and a
sizable hidden storage compartment keeps smaller items organized and out of the way, or it
serves as a great place to put groceries to prevent them from rolling around. Fold the third-row
seat down, and the Pilot supplies a generous This is plenty for a week-long family road trip.
Maximum volume measures Most Pilots include an 8-inch touchscreen infotainment system
equipped with Bluetooth, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, text-messaging support, satellite radio,
and a basic version of HondaLink connected services. The new Special Edition adds wireless
phone charging while Touring trim equips the SUV with navigation, HondaLink subscription
services including a WiFi hotspot, a speaker premium audio system, and more. The screen is a
little small, and while the audio system has a volume knob, it lacks a tuning knob. The
voice-recognition technology requires you to use specific prompts and pathways in order to
achieve success. And HondaLink subscription services are limited to higher and more
expensive trim levels. The Touring trim adds a rear-seat entertainment system, a volt power
outlet, an HDMI port, and a Cabin Talk feature that allows the driver to speak to rear-seat
passengers through the stereo speakers or the headphones in order to eliminate the need for
yelling. Honda Sensing is standard in every Pilot. The Pilot uses an older version of Honda
Sensing. Generally speaking, crash-test ratings are favorable. The Honda nameplate is a strong
consumer draw to the Pilot. It stands for a known quantity, a vehicle that is likely to be reliable,
last a long time, and be worth something when you decide to get a replacement SUV. This
reputation for resale value also allows Honda to offer affordable lease deals, making a Pilot fit
into family budgets better than some competitors. Otherwise, Honda supplies a decidedly
average value equation with the Pilot. Few freebies are available, and the warranty coverage
meets minimum expectations. Having lived with the Honda Pilot for a week, we can say that it
quickly becomes
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an indispensable tool appreciated by the whole family. We'll help you find great deals among
the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer
reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to

find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old
ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your
search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain,
color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner,
recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to
All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me price drops and
new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Honda Dealer. Walser
Honda. Inver Grove Honda. Why Use CarGurus?

